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rofessor Kimberly Moore has done the trial
judges of the United States district courts a 
disservice. Testifying before the House 

subcommittee on courts, the Internet, and intellectual
property, on October 6, 2005, Moore argued for the
appointment of specialized trial judges to preside over
patent cases in each of this nation’s 94 federal district
courts. Moore points to the rate at which the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit overturns district
courts’ constructions of patent claim terms as proof that
trial judges do not fully comprehend the nuances of
patents or patent law. To remedy this professed failure,
Moore suggests appointing judges distinguished by 
backgrounds in technology or patent law. But the 
statistics on which Moore relies are misleading and out
of context. Additionally, Moore does not explain how, if
at all, specialized judges would outper-
form the current judiciary. (A transcript
of Moore’s testimony is available at
http://judiciary.house.gov.) 

The establishment of a specialized
patent judiciary at the federal district
court level would be an inefficient 
solution to a nonexistent problem.
Moore’s statistics, as we shall see, show
neither a failure at the trial level nor a correlation
between nonspecialized judges and the incidence of
reversal at the circuit court level. In a narrow area of law,
dealing with highly complex technologies, federal judges
perform admirably.

Moore’s statistics on the Federal Circuit’s reversal of
district court claim construction determinations are less
instructive than she contends. Although she reports a
claim construction reversal rate of 34.5 percent, these
reversals only result in 29.7 percent of claim construc-
tion cases being reversed or vacated by the court, 

according to statistics Moore has published elsewhere. 
Moore’s testimony also does not account for the large

number of district court claim construction rulings that
are never appealed. This oversight is not trivial. Indeed,
the Federal Circuit’s reversal rate might be lower if all
claim construction rulings were appealed, because, as
she explains in her published work, “The parties only
appeal issues when they believe the judge was wrong.
This prediction implies that district court judges are, in
fact, better at construing claim terms than the empirical
evidence presented herein suggests.” This limitation did
not make its way into Moore’s testimony. 

Aside from blaming federal court judges, Moore does
not provide any other possible reasons for the Federal
Circuit’s claim construction reversal rate. She does not,
for example, address the problems with claim 

construction in the patent system as a whole. In July
2004 the Federal Circuit expressed a desire to enunciate
a more principled approach to claim construction when
it ordered a rehearing, en banc, in Phillips v. AWH Corp.
The court certified seven questions for appeal and 
invited extensive amicus briefing. But the court’s ulti-
mate decision in Phillips in 2005 merely perpetuated the
status quo, and patent claim construction remains a
complex and nebulous area of law. In dissent in Phillips,
former chief judge Mayer chastised the Federal Circuit’s
approach, arguing that “[the court] will decide cases
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according to whatever mode or method results in the
outcome we desire, or at least allows us a seemingly plau-
sible way out of the case.” If Judge Mayer’s view is accu-
rate, inevitably a large percentage of appealed claim con-
structions will be reversed—regardless of whether an
expert trial judge has heard the case.

Outside the complex area of claim construction,
Moore’s testimony teaches us even less. A brief 
examination of available statistics indicates that trial
judges perform no differently in patent cases than they
do throughout their dockets. According to the
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, in fiscal year
2004, 3,075 patent lawsuits were filed in the federal 
district courts. Of the 2,744 patent lawsuits terminated in

that year, 2,646 were disposed of before trial; only 3.6
percent of patent cases went to trial. This figure can be
looked at in at least two ways. Moore argues that with
such a small number of patent suits proceeding to trial
each year, federal district court judges remain 
inexperienced and naïve in the ways of patent law. But
this percentage is only slightly higher than the 2 percent
of all civil federal district court cases that go to trial. It is
on par with the percentage of tort actions that go to trial
in the federal district courts each year. For example,
approximately 4.7 percent of personal injury suits filed in
federal district court reach trial. Even when patent suits
are tried to decision, however, they are not appealed with
any greater frequency than nonpatent
suits. Approximately 39.3 percent of trial
court decisions in intellectual property
cases are appealed. A similar percentage—
40.9 percent—of all 65,138 district court 
filings that were tried to judgment
between 1987 and 1996 were appealed. 

On appeal, federal district court judges
fare no worse in patent cases than in nonpatent cases. Of
the 22.7 percent of all appealed cases that are pursued to
decision, 67.8 percent are affirmed, and 32.2 percent are
reversed. The reversal rate for patent cases is lower.
According to a study by Professor Moore that factored in
non–claim construction appeals, only 22 percent of trial
court judgments appealed to decision in patent cases
were reversed by the Federal Circuit. The figure rises to
29.7 percent when only claim-construction appeals are
considered; still a lower rate than for nonpatent cases.

All in all, these statistics indicate success by federal 
district court judges in patent cases. In her testimony
before Congress, Moore offered no evidence that 
specialized patent judges in the United States would per-
form any better. 

With respect to her proposed requirement that 
specialized patent judges be “technically educated or
trained,” Moore does not explain—because it is 
inexplicable—how a biochemist is any more qualified to
adjudicate a patent case relating to integrated circuit
design than is a history buff; or how an electrical 
engineer is any better qualified to adjudicate a patent
case relating to financial business methods than is a for-
mer investment management attorney with no 
“technical” education whatsoever. Judge T.S. Ellis of the
Eastern District of Virginia, who also offered testimony at
the House subcommittee’s October hearing, remarked:
“It would be impossible to find judges who would have
the right technical or scientific background that would

make them the perfect ‘person having
ordinary skill in the art’ for each patent
case that might be filed.” The practical
effects of such a regime thus would be
quite limited. Indeed, looking to the
composition of the Federal Circuit, only
four judges—Arthur Gajarsa, Richard

Linn, Alan Lourie, and Pauline Newman—have a scientif-
ic background. And, as Moore admits, those judges “are
not more likely to reverse [lower court claim construction
decisions] than nontechnical judges.” 

With respect to Moore’s alternate proposal—that 
specialized trial judges “have a patent background”—this,
too, is needless. A “securities background” is not a
requirement for a federal judge to preside over increas-
ingly complex securities cases; nor is a “criminal 
background” a requirement for a federal judge to preside
over complex racketeering cases. Additionally, as Judge
Ellis explained, “if a special trial court is created for
patents, the same rationale would call for specialized

trial courts for other types of cases.” But such a result is
both impracticable and unnecessary. Just as in other
areas of law, federal judges are fully capable of learning
the legal standards necessary to properly handle 
patent cases. 
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